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I’m a futurist so it’s in my DNA to
think ahead. During this Holiday
Season, I was wondering about
what people/cyborgs will be
giving and getting 30 years from
now so I gathered my wonderful
TalentBank of visionaries around me
and brainstormed deep into the
night. Just one small note of
caution, before you flip through
my Wish List: 2050, take a deep
breath along with a cocktail….

or two.

Best Future,

*
We are pricing in  
dollars, but any

interstellar cur r enc y
is accepted, except  

SaturnCash.



01
PERSONAL  
DRONEGUARD
for Peace of Mind
Get an extra layer of protection with our
patented DroneGuard, the  
steered personal security

flying, AI-
bot that

hovers discreetly and silently just above
your shoulder. If trouble happens to
strike, it records, sounds an alarm, auto-
messages for instant help – employing
robotic force as needed. $1,499 ($129
extra for micro-rubber bullets)



02
CLOAKING TENTS
for Digital Detox
Fighting off wifi poisoning and prying surveillance?
Here’s a smart tent as light and strong as spider silk.
Not only does it disconnect and protect you, it makes
you invisible. Also a terrific hide-away shelter for
those trapped in America’s AI-governed military
states. In basic black only. $1,259



BLISS YEAR
for the Super-Stressed
Float on a cloud of joy…no pain, no
anxiety, just a halo of happiness and
comfort. An IV Injectrode (injectable,
flexible miniscule electrode) provides
the proper liquid neuromodulation
as soon as your tiny implanted chip
senses your increased tension level, it
seamlessly sends out signals to melt
away the worry. A must-have.

$1,999

03



THE DREAMBAND
for Sweeter Sleep
Slip on the brainwave-bending headband, and
you’re guaranteed to lie back, relax and relive
your rosiest memories during REM. The add-on
Best Future module enables you to envision and
manifest a terrific tomorrow. $1,279 (add- on
module, $199)

04



INTERNET OF
SKIN (IoS) LOTION
for Anticipatory Self-
Care
Optimize the skin you’re in: Your body
becomes a data-capture system with this
sensor-rich cream. Once smoothed on, it
self-adjusts automatically delivering key
precision ingredients, with moisture, SPF,
cooling and youth toxins to each inch of
your epidermis. $1,999 per oz.

05



06
KIDS’ SPACE  
SCHOOL
for YourBudding
Out-of-Orbit Travelers
Train your favorite young person to fly around
our solar system – and beyond! Classes take
place on earth with field trips to the nearest
International Spaceport, timed for seamless
integration with the student’s implanted neural-
lace educational curriculum. $1,499



07
AI PET ADOPTION
for the Animal Lover
You’ve seen abandoned AI pets by the
sides of our hyperloop lanes and in busy
skyports. It’s heartbreaking! Allow us to
place one of these adorable, loving, fully
reconditioned, malware-free critters into
your awaiting arms! $1,159; Premium Pets
(owlbots, teacup dinosaurs), $2,000



CAREGIVER
CLONE for  
Exemplary
Eldercare
Tend to your super-old parents even when
you can’t be with them! We’ll craft your
holographic genetic twin to assist with their
daily lives and provide daily companionship,
reminiscing and then storing their memories
and musings to the cloud for generations
ahead. $1,175,000

08



09
SANDCTUARY
POD for a Dose 
of   Old-Fashioned  
Nature
Our private PerfectPure Beach – a
pristine stretch of sand and constantly
filtered and closely monitored sea
water, rich with marine life – took over
25 years to create. Now you can have a
time-share in one of our waterfront
pods, away from it all, enjoying planet
earth and the way it used to be.
Weekend: $2,999; Week, $6,999



FILM for Fantasy  
Adventurers
Spend an entire day at the planet’s most
advanced media studio and create your
ultimate fantasy footage. Get revenge on
a nemesis, have sex with an ex or a future
ex… whatever you imagine is possible via
deepfake technology. Share and re-spin at
will. $1,399

10
DEEPFAKEOUT



For
Beautiful Beginnings
We’ll engineer a perfect childhood right
into your frozen embryo, full of carefree
pursuits, interstellar travels, customized
pets and more. For every one sold, we’ll
make a donation to a disadvantaged
new life. Imagine: 18 full years brimming
with joy, adventure, exploration and
love. $1,299,000

11
1-for-1 PERFECT  
CHILDHOOD



12
ON-DEMAND  
PARTNER
because Money  
Can Buy YouLove
By tapping your biodata, psyche and
dreamscapes, a holographic, perfectly
compatible avatar-amour can be yours. It
understands your moods and unspoken
desires; knows when to chat you up,
when to put you down, when to argue
and lose, and when to be so submissive.
Included is a designer-curated wardrobe
and a display cylinder that smashingly
syncs with your interiors. Available in
Male, Female or anything in between.

$1,225,000



Free with any  
purchase over $500:
YOUR VERY
OWN ROBOTIC  
REANIMATED  
ANIMAL
A remarkable lab-created facsimile
of any extinct animal – your choice!
Keep it in your front yard, let your
robot walk it, or house it at a virtual
zoo to visit anytime.

BONUS!



Brainstorm with us  
about how your
Business and Brand  
can adapt for  
Tomorrow.

Let’s make a date in the very 
near future:
fpopcorn@faithpopcorn.com

Best Future,

Let us know what you think about  
which gifts will be the most in
demand. Do you have any you’d  
like to add?

55 East 59th Street, 17th Floor  
New York, NY 10022

BrainReserve  

PopcornBrains

Faith Popcorn’s BrainReserve

Faithpopcorn.com  

212-772-7778

mailto:fpopcorn@faithpopcorn.com
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